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Linear extension operators between spaces of
Lipschitz maps and optimal transport

By Luigi Ambrosio at Pisa and Daniele Puglisi at Catania

Abstract. Motivated by the notion ofK-gentle partition of unity introduced in [J. R. Lee
and A. Naor, Extending Lipschitz functions via random metric partitions, Invent. Math. 160
(2005), no. 1, 59–95] and the notion of K-Lipschitz retract studied in [S. I. Ohta, Extending
Lipschitz and Hölder maps between metric spaces, Positivity 13 (2009), no. 2, 407–425], we
study a weaker notion related to the Kantorovich–Rubinstein transport distance that we call
K-random projection. We show that K-random projections can still be used to provide linear
extension operators for Lipschitz maps. We also prove that the existence of these random pro-
jections is necessary and sufficient for the existence of weak� continuous operators. Finally,
we use this notion to characterize the metric spaces .X; d/ such that the free space F .X/ has
the bounded approximation propriety.

1. Introduction

Let .X; d/ be a metric space, and let M be a nonempty subset of X . It is well known
that real-valued Lipschitz functions on M can be extended to Lipschitz functions on X with
the same Lipschitz constant. Indeed, in 1934 Mc Shane [14] observed that if f WM ! R is an
L-Lipschitz function, then

(1.1) E.f /.x/ D inf¹f .m/C Ld.x;m/ W m 2M º

defines an L-Lipschitz function on X extending f (the largest function with this property).
This extension formula has some drawbacks. Firstly, the map

f 7! E.f /

is not linear. Secondly, it relies strongly on the fact that the target space is the real line. Indeed,
when the target is infinite-dimensional, it cannot be used to provide Banach space-valued
Lipschitz functions. In [13], Lindenstrauss provided an example in which Banach space-valued
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Lipschitz functions do not admit extension. Recently, Lee and Naor [12] provided a remarkable
new method to extend Banach space-valued Lipschitz functions in a bounded linear way, via
the so-called K-gentle partitions of unity. Among other things, they provided many examples
of metric spaces on which there always exist K-gentle partitions of unity with respect to any
subspace: doubling spaces, negatively curved manifolds, surfaces of bounded genus, etc.

In this paper we study a weaker notion, calledK-random projection onM , and prove that
this weaker notion is still sufficient to provide linear extension operators. Strong K-random
projections, already introduced in [17] and called K-Lipschitz retracts therein, are families
¹�xºx2X of probability measures in M with finite first moment such that �x D ıx for all
x 2M and W1.�x; �y/ � Kd.x; y/ for all x; y 2 X . The quantity W1 used to measure the
oscillation of the �x is the well-known Wasserstein distances or Kantorovich–Rubinstein dual-
ity distance, widely used in Optimal Transport and in many other fields [18]. We prove in
Theorem 2.10 that everyK-gentle partition of unity induces in a natural way a strongK-random
projection (see also [17, Lemma 4.3]) and we investigate in Proposition 2.11 cases when the
procedure can be reversed. In this line of thought, it is natural to define K-random projections
by requiring only �x to be elements of the free space F .X/ (also called Arens–Eells space),
and this weaker notion still provides linear and weak� continuous extension operators (Theo-
rem 2.16) when the natural dual topologies on the spaces of Lipschitz functions are consid-
ered. We also prove in Theorem 2.17 that the existence of weak�-weak� continuous extension
operators is equivalent to the existence of random projections (see also Proposition 2.18, in
connection with the strong topologies, as well as the “finite extension property” for Lipschitz
maps in Corollary 2.19).

Finally, see Theorem 2.21, we characterize Grothendieck’s bounded approximation prop-
erty of F .X/ in terms of the existence of an asymptotic random projection. We would like to
point out that in the last decade many efforts have been done to establish whether or not F .X/

has the bounded approximation property. For instance, using the classical Enflo’s example of
separable Banach space without the approximation property [2], in [4] the authors were able to
establish the existence of a compact metric space K such that F .K/ fails to have the approxi-
mation property. This method was improved recently in [5]. In [6] it was proved that the spaces
F .`1/ and F .RN / have even more: a Schauder basis, improving results previously proved
in [11].

Acknowledgement. The paper was written while the second author was visiting the
Scuola Normale Superiore. He is grateful to the first author for his kind hospitality. The authors
thank A. Naor and D. Zaev for useful bibliographical information.

After this paper was written the authors learned the paper [17] where the concept of strong
K-random projection has been introduced (called stochastic Lipschitz retraction therein), as
well as they were kindly informed by G. Godefroy about the paper [3] where a characterization
of bounded approximation property for free spaces was also obtained.

2. Preliminaries

We shall consider metric spaces .X; d/ or even pointed metric spaces .X; d; Nx/ when
it will be needed to normalize the value of Lipschitz functions at a distinguished point Nx.
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The doubling constant of a metric space .X; d/, denoted by �.X/, is the infimum over all
natural numbers � such that every ball in X can be covered by � balls of half the radius. When
�.X/ <1, one says that .X; d/ is a doubling metric space.

Let .Z; k � kZ/ be a Banach space. For a function f W X ! Z the Lipschitz constant is
defined by

kf kLip D sup
²
kf .x/ � f .y/kZ

d.x; y/
W x; y 2 X; x 6D y

³
:

The function f is said to be Lipschitz if kf kLip <1. For every M � X closed we denote by
e.M;X;Z/ the infimum over all constants K such that every Lipschitz function f WM ! Z

can be extended to a Lipschitz function ef W X ! Z satisfying kef kLip � Kkf kLip. We also
define

e.X;Z/ D sup¹e.M;X;Z/ WM � X closedº;

e.X/ D sup¹e.M;X;Z/ WM � X closed; Z Banach spaceº:

It is worth to mention the following remarkable result.

Theorem 2.1 (Johnson, Lindenstrauss and Schechtman [9]). There exists a constant
C > 0 such that for every n-dimensional normed space X , e.X/ � Cn.

In the case when X consists of n points, the logn upper bound on e.X/ from [9] has
been improved by Lee and Naor to logn=log.logn/, see [16] and the references therein for
a discussion about the best lower bounds to date. In this connection, see also [1] for the proof
of the equivalence of e.X/ with the “linear” best extension constant when finite-dimensional
Banach space targets are considered.

More recently, Lee and Naor have given another surprising result relative to e.X/ when
doubling metric spaces are considered.

Theorem 2.2 (Lee and Naor [12]). There exists a universal constant C > 0 such that,
for any doubling metric space .X; d/, e.X/ � C log�.X/.

The previous theorem has been proved using the notion of gentle partition of unity, whose
definition is recalled below.

Definition 2.3 (K-gentle partition of unity). Let .X; d/ be a metric space, M � X
a closed subspace and .�;†;P / a measure space. Given K > 0, we shall say that a function

	 W � �X ! Œ0;C1Œ

is a K-gentle partition of unity with respect to M if the following conditions hold:

(i) for all x 2M , 	. � ; x/ � 0,

(ii) for all x 2 X nM , the †-measurable function 	. � ; x/ satisfiesZ
�

	.!; x/ dP .!/ D 1;

(iii) there exists a .† �B.M//-measurable function  W �!M such that

(2.1)
Z
�

d..!/; x/ � j	.!; x/ � 	.!; y/j dP .!/ � Kd.x; y/ for all x; y 2 X:
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Gentle partitions of unity naturally induce linear and continuous extension operators,
which are also monotone in this sense: if hz�; f i is nonnegative onM for some z� 2 Z�, then
the same is true for the extended map. We reproduce here [12, Lemma 2.1].

Theorem 2.4. Let K � 1, .X; d/ be a metric space, M � X a closed subspace and
Z a Banach space. Assume that 	 W � �X ! Œ0;C1Œ is a K-gentle partition of unity with
respect to M . Then the extension map (understanding the integral in Pettis’ sense)

E.f /.x/ D

´
f .x/ if x 2M ,R
� f ..!//	.!; x/ dP .!/ if x 2 X nM;

defines a bounded, monotone and linear operator from the space of Lipschitz function from M

to Z, to the space of Lipschitz functions from X to Z with norm less or equal toK; namely for
every Lipschitz function f WM ! Z, one has kE.f /kLip � Kkf kLip.

Let us notice that the proof of the previous theorem relies on the following easy obser-
vation: since 	. � ; z/ is a probability density for all z 2 X nM , for all x 2 X nM one has the
identity

E.f /.x/ �E.f /.y/ D

Z
�

Œf ..!// � f .y/� � Œ	.!; x/ � 	.!; y/� dP .!/

both when y 2 X nM and y 2M . Hence, in both cases we can estimate

kE.f /.x/ �E.f /.y/k � kf kLip

Z
�

d..!/; y/j	.!; x/ � 	.!; y/j dP .!/

� Kkf kLipd.x; y/;

thus getting the desired Lipschitz estimate when at least one of the two points does not belong
toM (the case when x;y 2M is obvious). On the other hand, the hard part of the proof of Theo-
rem 2.2 consists in the proof of the existence, for anyM � X closed, of a C � log.�.X//-gentle
partition of unity with respect to to M , with C > 0 universal.

For any pointed metric space .X; d; Nx/ we denote by Lip0.X/ (omitting for notational
simplicity the dependence on d and Nx) the Banach space of all real-valued Lipschitz functions
on X which vanish at Nx, equipped with the natural norm

kf kLip0.X/
D sup

²
jf .x/ � f .y/j

d.x; y/
W x 6D y in X

³
:

An analogous definition can be given for Z-valued maps, with Z Banach space.
For all x 2 X , the Dirac measure ıx defines a continuous linear functional on Lip0.X/,

defined by hf; ıxi D f .x/, with kıxk � d.x; Nx/. Equiboundedness tells us that the closed unit
ball of Lip0.X/ is compact for the topology of pointwise convergence on X , and therefore the
closure of span¹ıx W x 2 Xº in Lip0.X/

� is a canonical predual of Lip0.X/, usually denoted
by F .X/. Let us notice that the weak� topology on Lip0.X/, induced by F .X/, and the topol-
ogy of pointwise convergence induce the same topology on bounded subsets of Lip0.X/.

The space F .X/ is defined in [19, Chapter 2] and it is called Arens–Eells space. How-
ever, recently many authors who are studying the geometry of F .X/ call this Free space asso-
ciated to X . It is sometimes convenient to think of F .X/ as the completion of the set of Borel
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measures � on X with finite support under the norm

k�kF .X/ D sup
kf kLip0.X/�1

Z
X

f d�:

We shall use the spaces Lip0.X;Z/ in connection with the existence of extension opera-
tors for Lipschitz maps; notice that if .X; d; Nx/ is a pointed metric space and M � X is
a subspace with Nx 2M , then any extension operator E W Lip.M;Z/! Lip.X;Z/ induces by
restriction an operator QE W Lip0.M;Z/! Lip0.X;Z/; conversely, any such operator QE can
be lifted to an operator E setting

Ef .x/ WD QE.f � f . Nx//C f . Nx/:

These simple transformations preserve continuity, linearity and monotonicity properties of
the operators.

Finally, we stress that the Dirac measure map

ı W X ! F .X/; x 7! ıx

is an isometry.

2.1. K-random projections on closed subsets. Let .X; d/ be a metric space, let B.X/

be its Borel � -algebra and let us denote by M.X/ the space of all � -additive Borel measures
with finite total variation, by MC.X/ the positive cone. In addition we denote by P1.X/ the
affine subspace of all Borel probability measures on X with finite first moment.

For � 2M.X/ the total variation measure j�j 2MC.X/ is defined by

j�j.B/ D sup
²X
i

j�.Bi /j W Bi Borel disjoint partition of B
³

or equivalently (thanks to the Hahn decomposition) by

(2.2) j�j.B/ D sup¹�.C/ � �.B n C/ W C 2 B.X/, C � Bº:

In the particular case when �.X/ D 0, we obtain also

1

2
j�j.X/ D sup¹�.C/ W C 2 B.X/º:

Definition 2.5. An element of F .X/ is said to be a nondecreasing functional if it is
nonnegative on nonnegative Lipschitz functions. Let us denote by FC.X/ the class of non-
decreasing functionals in F .X/

Lemma 2.6. The space FC.X/ coincides with the closure of MC.X/ in F .X/.

Proof. Of course, any element in the closure of MC.X/ is nondecreasing. Suppose there
is a nondecreasing functional L which is not in that closure. By the Hahn–Banach separation
theorem, in strong form, there exist f 2 Lip0.X/ and t 2 R such that

r � ıx.f / < t < L.f /

for each x 2 X and r > 0. On one hand one has f . Nx/ D 0 < t ; on the other hand, since r > 0
is arbitrary, one conclude that f � 0. Therefore, L.�f / < �t < 0 against the fact that L is
nondecreasing.
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In the following proposition we summarize known relations between F .X/ and M.X/.

Proposition 2.7. Let .X; d; Nx/ be a pointed metric space. Any � 2M.X/ withZ
X

d. � ; Nx/ d j�j < C1

induces � 2 F .X/, by integration:

(2.3) �.g/ WD

Z
X

g d� for all g 2 Lip0.X/

and

(2.4) k�kF .X/ �

Z
X

d. � ; Nx/ d j�j:

The converse holds if the metric space .X; d/ is complete and � 2 FC.X/, in this case � is
induced by � 2 P1.X/.

Proof. Clearly, by the dominated convergence theorem, the functional in (2.3) is contin-
uous with respect to pointwise convergence on bounded subsets of the Banach space Lip0.X/.
By the Banach–Dieudonné theorem, it is weak� continuous, therefore one has � 2 F .X/.
Since jg.x/j � d.x; Nx/ for all g 2 Lip0.X/ with kgkLip � 1, we obtain also (2.4).

The converse statement is proved in [8] (see Theorem 3.14 and Theorem 4.3 therein) for
nondecreasing functionals in the space Lip.X/ of Lipschitz functions, endowed with the norm
kf ke D kf kLip C jf . Nx/j. Let us see how the same property can be achieved for nondecreasing
functionals in F .X/. Let �.x/ D min¹d.x; Nx/; 1º 2 Lip0.X/ and let us define

L.f / WD �.�f /; f 2 Lip.X/:

Since k�f kLip � kf kLip C supB2. Nx/
jf j � 3kf kLip C jf . Nx/j, we can representL.f / (cf. [8])

by

L.f / D

Z
X

f d� for all f 2 Lip.X/

for some � 2MC.X/ with �.X/ D �.�/. Now fix g 2 Lip0.X/ bounded nonnegative and,
for " > 0, define g" D

g�
max¹�;"º , i.e.

g".x/ WD

´
g.x/ if d.x; Nx/ � ",
g.x/�.x/

"
if d.x; Nx/ < ".

It is easy to see that g" ! g pointwise as "! 0C with sup"2.0;1/ kg"kLip < C1, hence we
can pass to the limit as "! 0C in

�.g"/ D L

�
g

�"

�
D

Z
X

g

�"
d�

to get (2.3) with � D ��1� in the class of bounded nonnegative Lip0.X/ functions. A simple
approximation then extends the validity of (2.3) to the whole of Lip0.X/.

Let us recall the Wasserstein distances (or Kantorovich–Rubinstein distance) between
measures with equal mass.
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For any measures�; � 2MC.X/with�.X/ D �.X/, the Wasserstein distance of order 1
between � and � is defined by

W1.�; �/ D inf
�2….�;�/

Z
X�X

d.x; y/ d�.x; y/;

where ….�; �/ consists of all � 2MC.X �X/ such that

�.A �X/ D �.A/; �.X � B/ D �.B/ for all A;B 2 B.X/:

The duality formula, valid if either .X; d/ is Polish or if suitable tightness assumptions are
made on � and �, is of fundamental importance in many applications:

(2.5) W1.�; �/ D sup
²Z
X

g d� �

Z
X

g d� W g 2 Lip.X/, kgkLip � 1

³
:

Notice that (2.5) can also be written for pointed metric spaces .X; d; Nx/ in the form

W1.�; �/ D sup¹hg; � � �i W g 2 Lip0.X/, kgkLip0
� 1º:

Indeed, in the sequel we shall also consider the case when � and � belong to the more general
class F .X/, understanding (2.5) as a definition, so thatW1.�; �/ D k� � �kF .X/. In this case
it could be that an “infimum” representation can still be recovered, see Remark 2.8 below and
the partial results in this direction discussed in [19]. However, this duality will not play a role
in our paper.

Remark 2.8. In a pointed metric space .X; d; Nx/, it would be interesting to investigate
whether the duality formula persists for general �; � 2 F .X/, namely (here we consider . Nx; Nx/
as the basepoint of X �X )

W1.�; �/ D inf¹L.d/ W L 2 F .X �X/; L.g.x/C h.y// D �.g/C �.h/º:

Notice that a standard Hahn–Banach procedure seems to require that the marginals are non-
negative, a case already covered by Proposition 2.7.

The concept of strongK-random projection introduced below corresponds toK-Lipschitz
retracts introduced in [17, Definition 3.1] when p D 1.

Definition 2.9 (K-random projections). Let .X; d/ be a metric space, M � X a closed
subspace andK � 1. We shall say thatX admits aK-random projection onM if there a family
¹�x W x 2 Xº � F .M/ such that

(i) �x D ıx for all x 2M ,

(ii) for every x; y 2 X , it holds

(2.6) W1.�x; �y/ � Kd.x; y/:

In case ¹�x W x 2 Xº � P1.M/, we say that �x is a strong K-random projection on M .

Of course, (2.6) can also be written as k�x � �ykF .M/ � Kd.x; y/. Notice also that,
thanks to Proposition 2.7, strong K-random projections can also be defined by requiring �x to
be elements of FC.M/.
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It is obvious that K-Lipschitz retraction maps f W X !M correspond to strong K-ran-
dom projections (the deterministic ones), given by �x D ıf .x/. In the following proposition
we provide a basic and simple link between K-gentle partitions of unity and strong K-random
projections. This was already observed in [17, Lemma 4.3], but we provide a slightly different
proof. We state the result for Polish spaces, but this assumption is not really restrictive, because
the doubling property is stable under metric completion and complete doubling spaces are
proper (i.e. bounded closed sets are compact) and hence Polish.

Theorem 2.10 (K-gentle partitions induce strong K-random projections). If .X; d/
is Polish, any K-gentle partition of unity with respect to to M induces a strong K-random
projection on M . In particular, any doubling and Polish metric space .X; d/ admits strong
C � log.�.X//-random projections on closed subspaces, for some universal constant C > 0.

Proof. If 	 W � �X ! Œ0;C1Œ and  W �!M form a K-gentle partition of unity
of X with respect to M , then one define the family of probability measures ¹�xºx2X in M as

�x.A/ WD

´
ıx.A/ if x 2M;R
�1.A/ 	.!; x/ dP .!/ if x 2 X nM:

(2.7)

It is easy to check, using (2.1) with y 2M , that �x have finite first moment. Let us fix Nx 2M ,
so that Lip0.M/ makes sense, and use the duality formula for the Kantorovich–Rubinstein
distance to estimateW1.�x; �y/. Let g 2 Lip0.M/ with kgkLip � 1. If x; y 2 X nM , one getsZ

M

g d�x �

Z
M

g d�y D

Z
�

g..!//.	.!; x/ � 	.!; y// dP .!/

D

Z
�

.g..!// � g.x//.	.!; x/ � 	.!; y// dP .!/

�

Z
�

d..!/; x/j	.!; x/ � 	.!; y/j dP .!/

� Kd.x; y/:

Therefore, W1.�x; �y/ � Kd.x; y/. In case x 2 X nM and y 2M , one has

W1.�x; �y/ �

Z
M�M

d.z1; z2/ d�x ˝ ıy.z1; z2/

D

Z
M

d.z1; y/ d�x.z1/

D

Z
�

d..!/; y/	.!; x/ dP .!/ (since 	.!; y/ D 0)

D

Z
�

d..!/; y/.	.!; x/ � 	.!; y// dP .!/

�

Z
�

d..!/; y/j	.!; x/ � 	.!; y/j dP .!/

� Kd.x; y/:

The last case when both x and y belong toM is trivial. Therefore, ¹�x W x 2 Xº forms a strong
K-random projection on M .
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In the following proposition we investigate under which conditions the converse holds,
namely a strong K-random projection induces a K-gentle partition of unity. The proposition
shows that basically the difference between the two concepts consists in the replacement of the
distance W1 with the total variation distance, suitably weighted by the distance of the space.

Proposition 2.11. Let ¹�x W x 2 Xº � P1.M/ be a strongK-random projection onM
and assume that for some measure � on M one has

(2.8) �x admits density with respect to � for each x 2 X nM .

Then �x induces a K-gentle partition of unity with respect to M if and only if

(2.9)
Z
M

d.z; x/ d j�x � �y j.z/ � Kd.x; y/ for all x; y 2 X:

Proof. Assume that the K-random projection �x is built as in (2.7), starting from
aK-gentle partition‰,  . Fix a Borel set A�M , a > 0, x; y 2X nM and let daDmin¹d; aº.
Notice that (2.1) givesˇ̌̌̌Z

A

da.z; x/ d.�x � �y/.z/

ˇ̌̌̌
D

ˇ̌̌̌Z
�1.A/

da..!/; x/.	.!; x/ � 	.!; y// dP

ˇ̌̌̌
�

Z
�1.A/

d..!/; x/j	.!; x/ � 	.!; y/j dP :

By taking the supremum with respect to A and using (2.2), we obtain that the total varia-
tion of the measure da. � ; x/.�x � �y/ can be estimated from above with Kd.x; y/, so thatZ

X

da.z; x/ d j�x � �y j.z/ � Kd.x; y/:

Eventually by letting a " 1, we obtain (2.9) in this case. If x 2 X nM and y 2M , the quan-
tity to be estimated reduces toˇ̌̌̌Z

A

da.z; x/ d�x.z/ � �A.y/da.y; x/

ˇ̌̌̌
;

which can be estimated with

max
²
da.x; y/;

Z
A

da.z; x/ d�x.z/

³
:

Then one can argue similarly as in the previous case, using thatK � 1, (2.1) and 	.!; y/ � 0.
In the case x 2M and y 2 X nM one needs to estimateˇ̌̌̌Z

A

da.z; x/ d�y.z/

ˇ̌̌̌
and this can be done with an analogous argument, still using (2.1) and 	.!; x/ � 0. Finally, if
both x and y belong to M , the inequality is obvious.

Conversely, (2.8) tells us that, for every x 2 X nM , there exists 	x 2 L1.M/ such that

�x.A/ D

Z
A

	x d�:
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Thus, one defines
	 W � �X ! Œ0;C1Œ

given by

	.!; x/ D

´
0 if x 2M;

	x.!/ if x 2 X nM;

and let  WM !M be the identity map. Then we obviously have:

(i) for all x 2M , 	. � ; x/ D 0,

(ii) 	. � ; x/ 2 L1.M;�/ for all x 2 X nM and

k	. � ; x/kL1 D

Z
M

	.!; x/ d�.!/ D �x.M/ D 1:

Since
�x.A/ D

Z
�1.A/

	.x; !/ d�.!/;

it follows that (2.9) corresponds precisely to (2.1).

Remark 2.12. Notice that (2.8) was used only in the construction of ‰,  from �x .
It would be interesting to see whether (2.8) is really needed, building a “realization” of �x
independently of this assumption. Of course, if M is countable, then one can always choose
� D

P
x ıx to get a measure satisfying (2.8), and a similar construction works if X nM is

countable.

Using retraction maps, let us give a simple example showing that the notion of K-gentle
partition of unity is, in general, stronger than the notion of strong K-random projection.

Example 2.13. Let � be an index set with at least countable cardinality and let

`1.�/ D ¹f W � ! R W f is boundedº

which is a Banach space endowed with the norm

kf k`1.�/ D sup
2�

jf ./j:

Let us define

`1.�/ D

²
f 2 `1.�/ W kf k`1.�/ D

X
2�

jf ./j <1

³
:

We would like to show the existence of a 1-Lipschitz retraction R of the space X D `C1.�/ on
M D B`C1 .�/, where `C1.�/ stands for the positive cone of `1.�/ and B`C1 .�/ stands for the
positive part of the unit ball of `1.�/. We build R in such a way that R.X nM/ contains the
uncountable set

M 0 D

²
f 2 `C1.�/ W

X
i2�

fi D 1

³
:

Hence the 1-projection induced by R does not satisfy condition (2.9) of Proposition 2.11.
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Indeed, if there were K � 1 such that for all x; y 2 X ,Z
M

d.z; x/ d j�x � �y j.z/ � Kd.x; y/;

we would haveZ
M

d.z; x/ d j�x � �y j.z/ D

Z
M

d.z; x/dıR.x/ C

Z
M

d.z; x/dıR.y/

D d.x;R.x//C d.x;R.y//:

Then one has d.x;R.x//C d.x;R.y// � Kd.x; y/ for any x; y 2 X . But this occurs only
when X DM and R is the identity.

Let us denote by e 2 `C1.�/ the function identically equal to 1 on � . For each y 2 `C1.�/
let consider (understanding the positive part componentwise)

g.y/ D inf¹t � 0 W k.y � te/Ck`1.�/ � 1º:

Firstly, we observe that the infimum is attained and that 0 � g.y/ � kyk`1.�/. More-
over,

(2.10) jg.y/ � g.z/j � ky � zk`1.�/:

Indeed, assume that g.z/ � g.y/; then (understanding the inequalities componentwise)

y � .g.z/C ky � zk`1.�//e � y � g.z/eC z � y D z � g.z/e;

which implies,

kŒy � .g.z/C ky � zk`1.�//e�
C
k`1.�/ � k.z � g.z/e/

C
k`1.�/ � 1:

By definition, we get

g.y/ � g.z/C ky � zk`1.�/:

Using the map g, and taking (2.10) into account, we are able to define a 1-Lipschitz retraction
of `C1.�/ on B`C1 .�/ given by y 7! .y � g.y/e/C.

Let us recall that a metric space .X; d/ is said to be uniformly discrete if there exists
" > 0 such that

d.x; y/ � " for all x; y 2 X; x 6D y:

Following [9, p. 138], we have the following:

Proposition 2.14. Assume that M is a uniformly discrete subset of .X; d/, and that M
has finite diameter D. Then X admits a 2D

"
-random projection on M .

Proof. Let us suppose for simplicity that D D 1. Fix t0 2M and define, for every
x 2 X ,

�x D

´
2
"
Œd.x; t/ıt0 C .

"
2
� d.x; t//ıt � if x 2 B.t; "

2
/ for some t 2M ,

ıt0 if x 62
S
t2M B.t; "

2
/:

It is simple to verify that ¹�x W x 2 Xº � P1.M/ satisfies

(1) �x D ıx whenever x 2M ,

(2) W1.�x; �y/ � 2
"
d.x; y/ for all x; y 2 X .
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Remark 2.15. After reading a preliminary version of this paper, A. Naor kindly pointed
out to us that ifM is uniformly discrete subset of bounded diameter of a metric spaceX , thenX
admits even a K-gentle partition of unity with respect to M (with K D O.D

"
/).

Now, we are ready to state the Lipschitz extension theorem relative to K-random pro-
jections, which follows closely Theorem 2.4. Fixing the value of the function at a common
basepoint Nx for M and X , we shall work with the Lip0 spaces, which came in natural duality
with the Arens–Eells spaces.

Theorem 2.16. Let .X; d; Nx/ be a pointed metric space,M � X a closed subspace with
Nx 2M andZ a Banach space. Assume there exists ¹�x W x 2Xº aK-random projection onM .
Then there exists a bounded and linear extension operatorE W Lip0.M;Z/! Lip0.X;Z/with
kEk � K. In addition E is monotone if �x 2 FC.M/ for all x 2 X .

Proof. Let us define E W Lip0.M;Z/! Lip0.X;Z/ by

hz�; E.f /.x/i D �x.hz
�; f i/ for all z� 2 Z� and all x 2 X;(2.11)

which corresponds, when �x are measures, to the definition of E.f / as a Pettis integral. Of
course, E.f / extends f , since �x D ıx for all points x 2M . It remains to show that E.f / is
also Lipschitz. Let us fix z� in the unit ball of Z� and observe that

z�.E.f /.x/ �E.f /.y// D z�.E.f /.x// � z�.E.f /.y//

D �x.hz
�; f i/ � �y.hz

�; f i/

� kz�.f /kLipW1.�x; �y/

� kf kLipKd.x; y/;

which implies that kE.f /.x/ �E.f /.y/k � kf kLipKd.x; y/.

Let us come back for a moment to the Lee–Naor Extension Theorem 2.4. In case X ad-
mits aK-random projection onM , the operatorE W Lip0.M/! Lip0.X/ given in (2.11) when
Z D R defines a bounded linear operator extension with kEk � K. A closer look at E shows,
that E is continuous from Lip0.M/ endowed with the weak� topology to Lip0.X/ endowed
with the topology of pointwise convergence. Therefore, recalling that the weak� topology
coincides on bounded sets with the topology of pointwise convergence, the restriction of E
to bounded sets is weak�-weak� continuous. By the Banach–Dieudonné theorem it follows
that E is weak�-weak� continuous.

Now, by a duality argument, we characterize when this kind of extension operators
may exist.

Theorem 2.17. Let .X; d; Nx/ be a pointed metric space,M � X a closed subspace with
Nx 2M . Then the following properties are equivalent:

(a) There exists ¹�x W x 2 Xº a K-random projection on M , for some K � 1.

(b) There exists a bounded linear extension operator E W Lip0.M/! Lip0.X/ such that

(i) kEk � K,

(ii) E is weak�-weak� continuous.
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Proof. (a)) (b) This part is a particular case of Theorem 2.16. Formula (2.11) defines
a bounded linear extension operator on Lip0.M/ which satisfies (i) and (ii), thanks to the
comments made after Theorem 2.16.

(b)) (a) Let E W Lip0.M/! Lip0.X/ be a bounded linear extension operator as in (b).
Thanks to property (ii), we can find a bounded linear operator

S W F .X/! F .M/

with kSk � K such that S� D E (see for instance [15, Theorem 3.1.11]). Then one defines

�x D S.ıx/ for each x 2 X:

For every x 2M and g 2 Lip0.M/we have hg; �xi D hE.g/; ıxi D g.x/, therefore �x D ıx .
Finally,

W1.�x; �y/ D sup
kgkLip0

�1

¹S ı ıx.g/ � S ı ıy.g/º

D sup
kgkLip0

�1

¹E.g/.x/ �E.g/.y/º

� KW1.ıx; ıy/ (since kE.g/kLip � K)

D Kd.x; y/:

Before closing this subsection, we would like to add some word regarding the existence
of bounded linear extension operators among spaces of Lipschitz maps. Let .X; d; Nx/ be any
pointed metric space, letM be a closed subset with Nx 2M and let us denote by Lip0.M/� the
dual of Lip0.M/. Therefore we can consider the Dirac measure map

ı WM ,! Lip0.M/�:

Thus, one natural question could also be if ı can be extended as Lipschitz function on the whole
space X . This somehow corresponds to a “very weak” random projection, where �x are in the
dual of Lip0.M/.

Proposition 2.18. Let .X; d; Nx/ be any pointed metric space and let M be a closed
subset with Nx 2M . Then the following properties are equivalent:

(a) There exists a bounded linear extension operator

E W Lip0.M/! Lip0.X/:

(b) There exists a Lipschitz map Oı W X ! Lip0.M/� such that the following diagram com-
mutes:

M
� � ı //

��

Lip0.M/�

X .

Oı

::

In addition, for any Oı as in (b) one has kEk D kOık.

Proof. (a)) (b) It is enough to define Oı W X ! Lip0.M/� by

Oı.x/ D E�.ıx/ for all x 2 X:
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Let us first observe that Oı.x/ 2 Lip0.M/� for every x 2 X . Linearity follows directly by the
definition of Oı. Moreover,

kOı.x/kLip0.M/� D sup
kgkLip0.M/�1

hg; Oı.x/i

D sup
kgkLip0.M/�1

hE.g/; ıxi

� kEkd.x; Nx/:

Of course, Oı.x/ D ıx for every x 2M . Finally, since kEgkLip0.X/
� kEkkgkLip0.M/ for all

g 2 Lip0.M/, we get

kOı.x/ � Oı.y/kLip0.M/� D sup
kgkLip0.M/�1

jhg; Oı.x/ � Oı.y/ij

D sup
kgkLip0.M/�1

jE.g/.x/ �E.g/.y/j

� kEkd.x; y/:

It follows that

(2.12) kOık � kEk:

(b)) (a) Let us define E W Lip0.M/! Lip0.X/ by

E.g/.x/ D hOı.x/; gi for all x 2 X and all g 2 Lip0.M/:

Of course, E is a bounded linear operator. Let us estimate its norm: for g 2 Lip0.M/ with
kgkLip0

� 1 we have

jE.g/.x/ �E.g/.y/j D jhOı.x/; gi � hOı.y/; gij

D jhOı.x/ � Oı.y/; gij

� kOı.x/ � Oı.y/kLip0.M/�

� kOıkd.x; y/:

Thus

(2.13) kEk � kOık:

Finally, E.g/.x/ D hOı.x/; gi D hı.x/; gi D g.x/ for all x 2M . Therefore, E is an extension
operator and (2.12)–(2.13) give kEk D kOık.

An immediate consequence of the previous Proposition is the finite extension property for
Lipschitz maps. In the proof we use a classical “finite dimension” extension argument which
resembles the proof of Theorem A in [1].

Corollary 2.19. Let .X; d; Nx/ be a pointed metric space and let M � X be a closed
subspace with Nx 2M and with the following finite extension Lipschitz property:

(F) For every F �M finite with Nx 2 F there exists a linear extension operator

EF W Lip0.F /! Lip0.X/

with kEF k � C , for some constant independent of F .

Then there exists a linear extension operator E W Lip0.M/! Lip0.X/ with kEk � C .
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Proof. Firstly, let us notice that if RF W Lip0.M/! Lip0.F / denotes the restriction
operator, since RF is continuous and surjective the dual operator

R�F W Lip0.F /
� ,! Lip0.M/�

is continuous and injective, hence its range is a closed subspace of Lip0.M/�.
By the previous proposition, we can translate the hypothesis by the following: for every

F �M finite with Nx 2 F there exists a Lipschitz map fF W X ! Lip0.F /
� such that the

following diagram commutes:

F
� � ı //

��

Lip0.F /
�

X .

fF

::

This tells us that

(i) fF .x/ D ıx for every x 2 F ,

(ii) kfF .x/ � fF .y/kLip0.F /
� � Cd.x; y/ for every x; y 2 F .

Still by the previous proposition, we need to build a Lipschitz map f W X ! Lip0.M/� such
that the diagram

M
� � ı //

��

Lip0.M/�

X

f
::

commutes.
Denote by BF .r/ D ¹x� 2 Lip0.F /

� W kx�kLip0.F /
� � rº the closed ball in Lip0.F /

�

centered at 0 with radius r > 0. Since Lip0.F /
� is finite dimensional, each ball BF .r/ is

a compact set, and then, by the natural embeddings R�F , BF .r/ can be seen as a compact
subset of Lip0.M/�.

In particular, (ii) implies that

fF 2
Y
x2X

BF .Cd.x; Nx// D B � .Lip0.M/�;weak�/X :

When we partially order the collection F of finite subsets of M by inclusion, we have a net;
hence, by the compactness of B in .Lip0.M/�;weak�/X , there exist a cofinal subnet G and
f W X ! Lip0.M/� such that

lim
F 2G

fF D f in .Lip0.M/�;weak�/X :

Now, by cofinality, for each x 2M there exists F 2 G such that x 2 F . Since the convergence
is in weak� topology, in particular we have pointwise convergence. Thus (i) implies that

ıx D lim
F 2G

fF .x/ D f .x/ for all x 2M:

Similarly, for every x; y 2 X , by (ii),

kf .x/ � f .y/kLip0.M/� D lim
F
kfF .x/ � fF .y/kLip0.M/� � Cd.x; y/:

Thus, f is Lipschitz and kf kLip � C .
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2.2. Bounded approximation property. It is time to recall Grothendieck’s bounded
approximation property. Let 1 � � <1. A Banach spaceX has the �-bounded approximation
property (�-BAP) if, for every " > 0 and every compact set K � X , there is a bounded finite-
rank linear operator T W X ! X with

(i) kT k � �,

(ii) kT .x/ � xk � " whenever x 2 K.

We say that X has the BAP if it has the �-BAP, for some 1 � � <1.
Given a Banach spaceE and F a closed subspace, we recall that the annihilator F? of F

is defined as
F? D ¹x� 2 E� W x�.x/ D 0 for all x 2 F º:

We say that F is an M -ideal in E if there is a linear projection P W E� ! E� (i.e. P 2 D P )
such that RangeP D F? and kx�k D kP.x�/k C kx� � P.x�/k for all x� 2 E�. Thus in
this case E� D KerP ˚ F?. Let us recall the following useful theorem (see for instance
[7, p. 59]).

Theorem 2.20 (Ando–Choi–Effros). Suppose F is an M -ideal of a Banach space E,
Z is a separable Banach space with �-BAP and T W Z ! E=F be a bounded linear operator
with kT k D 1. Then there exists a continuous linear lifting of T ; i.e. there is L W Z ! E with
kLk � � such that

Q ı L D T;

where Q W E ! E=F denotes the quotient map.

Since F .X/ is a Banach space, it is natural to ask whether this space has the BAP. We
provide a characterization of separable metric spaces such that this happens. In particular, it
follows from Theorem 2.10 that for any separable doubling metric space .X; d; Nx/, F .X/ has
BAP. This was already observed in [11] using the notion of gentle partition of unity. Our proof
relies on an asymptotic argument.

For the next theorem, let .X; d; Nx/ be a pointed separable metric space, let ¹xn W n 2 Nº
be a countable set dense in X with x0 D Nx and let Mn D ¹x0; x1; : : : ; xnº for all n 2 N.

Theorem 2.21. Let .X; d; Nx/ be a pointed separable metric space and let xn; Mn as
above. Then the following properties are equivalent:

(a) F .X/ has K.

(b) There exists K � 1 such that X admits a asymptotic K-random projection on .Mn/n;
i.e. for every n 2 N there exists ¹�nx W x 2 Xº � F .Mn/ such that:

(i) limnW1.�nx ; ıx/ D 0 for every x 2
S
nMn,

(ii) W1.�nx ; �
n
y / � Kd.x; y/ for every x; y 2 X and n 2 N.

Proof. Let us denote by Rn W Lip0.X/! Lip0.Mn/ the restriction map. Then Rn is
a bounded linear operator with kRnk � 1. Moreover, the operator ORn W F .Mn/ ,! F .X/

defined by ORn�.f / D �.Rnf / satisfies OR�n D Rn and is an isometry, since any function
f 2 Lip0.Mn/ is the restriction of a function in Lip0.X/ with the same Lipschitz constant.
Hence, in the sequel, we naturally consider F .Mn/ as a closed subspace of F .X/.
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(a)) (b) We start with a standard argument, whose idea relies on the proof of Ando–
Choi–Effros’ theorem itself.

Let us consider the space

C D ¹.�n/n W �n 2 F .Mn/; .�n/n is norm convergent in F .X/º

endowed with the supremum norm; here we use the canonical embeddings of F .Mn/ into
F .X/ which are predual to the restriction operator Rn. Let us denote by C0 the subspace of all
sequences .�n/n converging to zero in F .X/. Then it is standard to see that C0 is an M -ideal
of C . According to [7, Theorem 2.2 (iv)], this can be proved if we check that C0 have the
so-called 3-ball property in C , namely for any .�n/n in the unit ball of C , any " > 0 and any
.�in/n in the unit ball of C0, i D 1; 2; 3, there is . Q�n/n 2 C0 with

k.�n/n C .�
i
n/n � . Q�n/nk � 1C ":

It is easy to check that if we define Q�n D �n for 1 � n � N and Q�n D 0 for n > N , this
property holds, if N is large enough.

Let us observe that the limit operator L W C=C0 ,! F .X/ induces an isomorphism
between C=C0 and F .X/. Indeed, since we are considering the quotient with respect to C0, it is
clear thatL is injective, and since C is endowed with the sup norm, one has kLk � 1. It remains
to show that any element in � 2 F .X/ n ¹0º is the limit of .�n/n 2 C with supn k�nk D k�k.
If � 2 span¹ıx W x 2 Xº, with

� D

kX
iD1

aiıxi
;

then by density of
S
nMn in X , for each i D 1; : : : ; k we can find xni 2Mn convergent as

n!1 to xi . Then, using the definition of the norm in F .X/, it is easily seen that

Q�n WD

kX
iD1

aiıxn
i
2 F .Mn/

converge to �, so that if we define �n D
k�k Q�n

k Q�nk
for n large enough and �n D ıx0

for finitely
many n, we are done. Since F .X/ is the completion of the set of Borel measures on X
with finite support, if � 2 F .X/, there exists .�k/k � span¹ıx W x 2 Xº such that �k ! �

in F .X/. By a diagonal argument, since all �k can be approximated, we can find a strictly
increasing family of indices nk !1 and �k 2 F .Mnk

/ such that �k ! � in F .X/. Since
the spaces F .Mn/ are nested, if we define

�n WD �k for nk � n < nkC1,

we obtain �n 2 F .Mn/ and �n ! � in F .X/.
Thus, identifying C=C0 with F .X/, we are in a position to apply Ando–Choi–Effros’

theorem for the identity operator IdF .X/ on F .X/. There exists a bounded linear operator

L W F .X/! C

with kLk � K (since F .X/ has K-BAP) such that

(2.14) Q ı L D IdF .X/;

where Q W C ! F .X/ denotes the quotient map.
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For each n 2 N, let
�n W C ! F .Mn/

be the canonical n-th coordinate projection and consider the composition

�n ı L W F .X/! F .Mn/:

Then �n ı L is a bounded linear operator with k�n ı Lk � �.
Now let us define an asymptotic K-random projection on .Mn/n in the following way:

�nx D .�n ı L/.ıx/ for all x 2 X; n 2 N:

Then ¹�nx W x 2 Xº � F .Mn/ and one has

(i) limnW1.�nx ; ıx/ D 0 for every x 2
S
nMn,

(ii) W1.�nx ; �
n
y / � Kd.x; y/ for all x; y 2 X .

For (i), let n0 2 N be such that x 2Mn0
, thus ıx 2 F .Mn/ for all n � n0. Then, by

the construction above, we can identify ıx 2 F .X/ in the quotient space with the equivalence
class generated by

.0; 0; : : : ; ıx„ƒ‚…
n0-th

; ıx; ıx; : : : / 2 C=C0:

Thanks to (2.14), the sequences

.0; 0; : : : ; ıx„ƒ‚…
n0-th

; ıx; ıx; : : : / and .�1.L.ıx//; : : : ; �n.L.ıx//; : : : /

have to be in the same equivalence class; i.e.

lim
n
�n.L.ıx// D ıx in F .X/:

Therefore

lim
n
W1.�

n
x ; ıx/ D lim

n
sup

kgkLip0.X/�1

¹�nx .g/ � g.x/º

D lim
n

sup
kgkLip0.X/�1

hg; �n ı L.ıx/ � ıxi

D lim
n
k�n.L.ıx// � ıxkF .X/ D 0:

For (ii), let x; y 2 X . Then

W1.�
n
x ; �

n
y / D sup

kgkLip0.Mn/�1

¹�nx .g/ � �
n
y .g/º

D sup
kgkLip0.Mn/�1

¹�n ı L.ıx/.g/ � �n ı L.ıy/.g/º

D k�n ı L.ıx/ � �n ı L.ıy/kF .Mn/

� �kıx � ıykF .X/ D �d.x; y/:

(b)) (a) Let us denote by ¹�nx W x 2 Xº � F .Mn/ an asymptotic K-random projection
on .Mn/n. As in Theorem 2.16, one can define En W Lip0.Mn/! Lip0.X/ by

En.f /.x/ D h�
n
x ; f i:
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Then En is a bounded linear operator with kEnk � K. Finally, we define

Sn W Lip0.X/! Lip0.X/

simply by composing
Sn D En ıRn:

Since Lip0.Mn/ is a finite-dimensional space, it follows that .Sn/n is a sequence of finite-
rank linear operators with kSnk � K, which are weak�-weak� continuous on bounded subsets
of Lip0.X/.

Let us fix x 2 X , f 2 Lip0.X/ and " > 0. Since ¹xn W n 2 Nº is dense, there exists
n0 2 N such that d.x; xn0

/ � ". Thanks to the hypothesis (i) on �nx ’s, we can find n1 � n0
such that for all n � n1, W1.�nxn0

; ıxn0
/ � ". Then, if n � n1, one has

jf .x/ � f .xn0
/j � "kf kLip;

jSn.f /.xn0
/ � f .xn0

/j � kf kLipW1.�
n
xn0
; ıxn0

/ � "kf kLip;

jSn.f /.x/ � Sn.f /.xn0
/j � kf kLipW1.�

n
x ; �

n
xn0
/ � "Kkf kLip;

which imply that
jSn.f /.x/ � f .x/j � .2CK/"kf kLip:

This argument shows that .Sn.f //n pointwise converges to f .
Let

Tn W F .X/! F .X/

be bounded linear operators such that T �n D Sn. It turns out that Tn is a finite-rank operator
with kTnk � K for every n 2 N. Moreover, .Tn/n converges to the identity with respect to the
weak operator topology on F .X/.

Since .X; d/ is separable and the Dirac measure map ı W X ! F .X/ is an isometry with
the span of the range dense, we also have that F .X/ is separable. As in [10, Proposition 2.1], by
using the classical Mazur’s theorem, convex combinations of the operators Tn and a standard
diagonal argument yield the existence of a sequence of finite-rank operators converging to
the identity for the strong operator topology on F .X/. This sequence of finite-rank operators
will be also uniformly bounded in norm by K, since it arises from convex combinations of
uniformly bounded operators. It is easy to check that the existence of a family of operators
with these properties implies that F .X/ satisfies the K-BAP.

3. Conclusion

We close with a few remarks and unsolved problems. We believe that K-random projec-
tions can be a useful tool to understand better the geometry of the space Lip.X/. On the basis
of Theorem 2.10 it is natural to ask:

Problem 1. Give a direct proof that any doubling metric space admits a K-random
projection on any closed subspace.

Example 2.13 shows that not all K-random projections are induced by a K-gentle parti-
tion. This leads to the following question.
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Problem 2. Does there exist a metric space .X; d/ and a closed subspace M admitting
K-random projections, but with no K-gentle partition of unity?

Recall that Z has a Schauder basis if there exists a sequence .zn/n in Z such that
any z 2 Z can be uniquely written as the sum of a norm convergent series

P
n anzn, for

some sequence .an/n of scalars. It is well known that a Banach space Z admits a Schauder
basis if and only if there exists a sequence of uniformly bounded linear projections .Pn/n2N ,
Pn W Z ! Z such that

(i) Pm ı Pn D Pmin¹m;nº for all n;m 2 N,

(ii) dimP1.Z/ <1 and dim.PnC1 � Pn/.X/ D 1 for all n 2 N,

(iii)
S
n2N Pn.Z/ D Z.

In particular, setting Z D F .X/, if one is able to find a uniformly bounded sequence of finite-
rank projections

Tn W Lip0.X/! Lip0.X/

which are weak�-weak� continuous such that Tm ı Tn D Tmin¹m;nº for all n; m 2 N, which
converges to the identity on Lip0.X/, such that dim.TnC1 � Tn/.Lip0.X// D 1, then such
a sequence gives rise to a sequence Pn W F .X/! F .X/ with properties (i)–(iii) above.

Following Theorem 2.21, where we related the asymptotic K-random projections to the
K-BAP property, one can then ask the following:

Problem 3. Let .X; d; Nx/ be a separable pointed metric space which admits aK-random
projection with respect to Mn for each n 2 N, where Mn are as in Theorem 2.21. Does F .X/

admit a Schauder basis?

A positive answer to this question would imply that for any doubling metric space .X; d/
the space F .X/ admits a Schauder basis.
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